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RESUMEN: El artículo está dedicado a los problemas de influencia mutua de la cultura jurídica de la población y los procesos de construcción del estado en la Ucrania moderna. Se confirma la idea de que el Estado democrático como institución que es la encarnación de la democracia presupone la presencia de una cultura jurídica activista en los temas de las relaciones públicas. Al mismo tiempo, la formación de la cultura jurídica y los procesos de construcción del estado se ven obstaculizados por la ineficiencia del sistema judicial y de aplicación de la ley, la corrupción de los funcionarios estatales, la falta de un sistema de educación jurídica para los jóvenes, las peculiaridades de la mentalidad y el pasado histórico de nuestra gente, etc.
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INTRODUCTION.

The pace and quality of the state-formation process in modern Ukraine are conditioned by purely legal and institutional factors, as well as by the level of spiritual progress of society. One of the manifestations of the spiritual maturity of the subjects of social relations is the degree of their legal culture development.

The phenomenon of legal culture has a multifaceted manifestation, affecting various aspects of life of the modern democratic state: the nature of the state institutional and legal strategy; the quality of parliamentarism in general and law-making activity in particular; the degree to which the law is implemented in society; the level of violence and the nature of crime in the country, etc. Social significance of legal culture, its permanent influence on the course of state-formation processes in Ukraine has led to a multifaceted scientific reflection in this area.
Literature review.

In the modern scientific discourse, the theme of legal culture is quite popular, since a number of important processes for the state and society depend on its quality: the subject-object relations in the system of power, the efficiency of the activity of judicial and law-enforcement agencies, the level of crime in society, the success of the implementation of democratic reforms, and so on. It is worth noting that a number of scientific works are devoted to understanding the value significance of legal culture as the basis of state formation, defining the determinant role of legal culture in the course of various social processes.

In particular, the researchers S. Tolmachova, S. Sitieva, A. Koltunova substantiate the idea that in the periods of socioeconomic instability with the growth of protest mood, the activation of migration processes, and the question of the formation of legal culture of a person become of special relevancy. One of the main indicators of the formation of legal culture in society, along with the dynamics of the offenses commission is a tendency to deviant behavior (Tolmacheva, Siteva et al., 2018). Accordingly, the participation of citizens in protest actions, the presence in society of a certain percentage of subjects inclined to deviant behavior directly affect the stability of the state, the nature of the reforms.

In the scientific discussions of the present day, the problem of correlation of the concept “legal culture” with other concepts – “constitutional culture”, “legislative culture”, etc. - is actively negotiated. Thus, D. de Ruescher states that legal culture has an important institutional value and a powerful social effect. At the same time, the legal foundations of the state are closely connected to the legislative culture, which is based on principles, and not on empirical judgments (De Ruyscher, 2018). Instead, researchers K. Kontiades and A. Fotiadu justify the expediency of using the notion of “constitutional culture”, which is a kind (a subsystem) of legal culture (Contiades & Fotiadou, 2016).
In general, foreign experts note that legal culture remains a fundamentally ambiguous concept. In their view, it is connected with the complexity of financing comprehensive studies which compare legal cultures. As a rule, the study of legal cultures is rather one-dimensional or two-dimensional and focuses on the various formal features of the legal culture of a particular country, rather than on a transnational comparison (Damsa, 2017).

Upon reviewing the existing research works, it can be stated that in domestic studies considerable attention is paid to the institutional and non-institutional dimensions of the existence of legal culture, in particular its dialectical interrelationship with the state formation. As O. Makeyeva convincingly proves, legal culture is a powerful factor in the development of the legal system and plays one of the leading roles in the democratic transformations of modern Ukraine (Makeyeva, 2016).

From the point of view of O. Makarova and Yu. Krylova, legal culture is the spiritually valuable core of nation building. It determines the formation of the legal system and civil society in the country, it forms the basis for the development of legal conscience of the population (Makarova & Kry’lova, 2015).

Thus, the analysis of scientific literature on this issue, marking out not yet sufficiently developed aspects of legal culture as a factor of democratic state formation, became the basis for the formulation of the purpose of the study. So, in our scientific research, we plan to identify the main theoretical and methodological approaches to understanding the legal culture of the domestic society in modern conditions and to show its correlation with the processes of building the democratic Ukrainian state.

**DEVELOPMENT.**

Deciding on the conceptual apparatus of our study, it is worth noting that the understanding of legal culture has various scientific interpretations and substantial shades.
According to domestic researchers, legal culture is a system of legal values that correspond to the level of legal progress achieved by society and reflect in a legal form the state of individual freedom, and other social values. It reflects the level of development of legal consciousness in society, the system of law and legislation, legal practice and legal science, covers the totality of all legal values created by people in the legal field. The high level of legal culture of society is one of the important features of civil society and the rule of law, which is based primarily on the principles of the rule of law and legal law, respect for the fundamental rights and freedoms of a man and a citizen. Therefore, legal culture and legal consciousness interact with the existence and functioning of each other (Popadyńecz, 2016).

In turn, foreign scientists K. Kontiades and A. Fotiadu use the notion “constitutional culture”, which is a kind (a subsystem) of legal culture. In particular, they state that “constitutional cultures reflect the general understanding and attitude to the constitution. The constitutions appear and are adopted within the framework of a certain legal culture, and also act, are applied, interpreted, and developed within the framework of this legal culture and with its help” (Contiades & Fotiadou, 2016).

From the point of view of D. Nelken, in the present realities the concept of legal culture is often used to characterize the differences between legal systems (for example, presented in the tendencies of the existence of judicial and penitentiary institutions). According to the aforementioned expert, it is recommended to use it in explaining the reasons that determine different attitudes of citizens and societies to the enforcement of the law. The concept of legal culture also finds its place in the assessment of pluralistic interactions between different types of law and in the attempts to understand how international or mixed courts overcome controversial cultural norms that are reflected in judicial practice of different jurisdictions (Nelken, 2016).
In the domestic philosophical and legal tradition, the tendency towards a combination of “institutional” and “non-institutional” understanding of the foundations of the legal culture existence is traced. Thus, according to I. Yakovyuk, legal culture is not an ordinary structural element of the legal system, as being its qualitative characteristic; it is the characteristic of all spheres of legal life of society. That is, legal culture is a criterion on the basis of which one can assess the degree of development of the legal system and its structural elements according to their correspondence to that state that the implementation of the dominant model of statehood in a society requires (Yakovyuk, 2008).

One can agree with the statement of this scholar that the type, character, basic determinants of the legal culture of society as a whole reflect the peculiarities of the state-building progress of a certain people. At the same time, the deformed legal culture of individual citizens and segments of the population negatively affects the pace of democratic transformations in the state, in particular, in Ukraine.

Continuing the aforementioned logic, O. Makeyeva points that it is precisely the legal culture as a factor in the development of the legal system must play a leading role in the democratic transformations in Ukraine; it is closely linked with all elements of the legal system, the formation of the citizens’ legal consciousness, the new vision of the state as the democratic, sovereign and independent, the awareness of the relationship between law and laws, with the recognition of the priority role of a person and a citizen in legal relations. It is important to form legal values which, by their qualitative property, contribute to the legal development of an individual, the positive nature of his/her legal activity, the real provision of the highest value - the realization, protection of human rights (Makeyeva, 2016).
In our time, the course and results of structural reforms in Ukraine are also determined by the legal culture of the subjects of their implementation. The level of legal knowledge, legal skills, and the development of the legal consciousness of the participants in the nation building condition the success of the ultimate goal which is the development of the democratic, the rule of law state in Ukraine.

The experts convincingly prove that without a high level of legal awareness and legal culture of each individual citizen of Ukraine, the realization of the goals proclaimed by the Constitution is impossible. In particular, O. Makarova and Yu. Krylova point out that legal culture is a fundamental factor in the process of nation building, it contributes to the formation of the legal system and civil society in the state, since only on the basis of a highly developed civil society and the rule of law it is possible to build a truly democratic state with a law-aware population. Building the rule of law state without raising the legal culture and the level of citizens’ legal awareness is impossible. Increasing the level of legal culture of society, in turn, requires an increase in the level and quality of the organization of legal education, which is carried out through education, propaganda, agitation and self-education (Makarova & Kry`lova, 2015).

Obviously, the legal culture determines in the final dimension the fate of political and legal reforms, the reform of the judicial system, of the legal acts and institutions. It depends on the level of legal culture whether they will act or not. The most important function of legal culture in modern society is the formation of legal conditions in which the discussion is conducted, discussions of issues of common interest both for individual persons and the state, public opinion and expectations are formed (Tacij, 2015).

At the same time, there are a number of reasons in Ukrainian society that hinder the development of the democratic legal culture and reduce the quality of institutional transformations in the state. Among them one can distinguish the following: the absence of the theoretically grounded state
conception of the formation of the legal culture of the population of Ukraine; the weakness and disorganization of the social institutions that should be involved in this process; the lack of the necessary number of trained legal experts for legal education of the citizens and the formation of their skills in legal behavior, etc. All this complicates already difficult situation connected with the formation of legal culture in the country and the implementation of legal reform in Ukraine (Gerasina, Danil’yan et al. 2009).

In our time, the considerable negative influence on the development of the legal culture of all subjects of nation formation is made by the ineffectiveness of the judicial and law-enforcement systems that are incapable of fully implementing the principle of “inevitability of punishment”, and as a consequence, of the establishment of social justice.

According to O. Pun’ko, the activity of the judiciary, the structure of which includes the Constitutional Court of Ukraine, the general courts headed by the Supreme Court of Ukraine and the system of arbitration courts, is of great importance for the legal education and citizens’ culture. The judges and the judiciary organs facilitate the acquisition by citizens of complete, accurate and specific legal information, the formation of their law-abidingness, etc. Legal knowledge received by the citizens in courts has an important preventive value. It is necessary to increase the role of this function of the courts by translating the most important from the point of view of public opinion court processes, by improving the practice of participating of public prosecutors and public defenders in the trials, by increasing the time of admission by judges of the citizens, etc. (Pun’ko, 2014).

The arbitrariness of officials, corruption, non-compliance with legal norms by the representatives of power at different levels of the state administrative apparatus also does not contribute to the formation of the democratic legal culture. That is why Ukraine needs further development of
democratic nation formation, an activist type of legal culture, qualitative reforms in the interaction of a person and state institutions.

In this sense, we emphasize that the logic of the development of the democratic state requires continuous improvement of the mechanisms and forms of people’s representation in the government, creation of institutional and regulatory conditions for increasing the influence of citizens on the decision-making at the national and local levels. In our opinion, the fulfillment of these tasks requires qualitative changes in the legal culture of both society as a whole and individual citizen. Social activity and civic responsibility of a person and various segments of the population should become a pledge of continuous improvement of democratic procedures in our state, promote the accountability of the people in power to the society for their actions.

At the present stage of the national state-building, the above-mentioned imperatives of the democratization of the public life have been manifested in the implementation of the decentralization of power. In this context, the legal culture of subsidiarity, which provides for a rational distribution of functions, rights and responsibilities between all levels of government, becomes of a particular importance. In order to achieve this goal, the government system in the regions of Ukraine should provide a real opportunity for a person to receive the maximum amount of services from the authorities. This task will be realized under many conditions, one of which is to increase the level of legal culture of subsidiary management personnel by overcoming existing deformations of the legal consciousness.

Due to the active participation of local communities in public affairs, the quality of governance both of particular territories of Ukraine and the state as a whole can be improved. For Ukraine, the establishment of the local self-government institution as an integral attribute of civil society and an innovative entity of state-building is extremely important. At the same time, for the qualitative growth of the level of the legal culture subsidiarity of the people in power, who head local
communities, the positive changes in their legal consciousness are important, as well as raising the level of personal responsibility for making administrative decisions. The development of the legal culture of subsidiarity at the local level will contribute to solving the following tasks:

- Improvement of the protection of the rights and freedoms of citizens.
- Increasing the strictness to the candidates for the local deputies and local self-government bodies in general.
- Creating comfortable conditions for the development of citizens at the expense of equitable redistribution of local budgets and the adoption of balanced solutions taking into account the interests of the communities.

In general, as the European experience of state-building shows, the legal culture of citizens evolves under the influence of the general democratization of public life, the real provision of opportunities for a legal way to defend their own interests in court, with the help of political parties and public organizations, lobby groups, etc.

Experts say that the ideological concepts that establish an opportunity to overcome modern problems of state-building are scientifically developed. Based on the mental achievements of the European civilization of our time, the relevant value orientations have been worked out and fixed, the central among which are the following:

- Democracy which is genuine, representative, not decorative.
- The rule of law state based on well-known principles laid down primarily in the Declaration of Human Rights and in other international standards.
- Implementation of the principle of responsibility of the state to the citizen in the state-building mechanism.
− Embodiment of a fundamental European value - a developed civil society.
− Pluralistic party structurization of society, which expresses the interests of all social groups of the population without exception, and is a fundamental precondition for the development and approval of the system of social discourse, that is, diverse and constant social dialogue.
− Care for the middle class.
− Care for the sphere of “subtle structures”: literature, art, all possible civil unions, etc. - not only as crucial means of survival in the conditions of the information society but as the deepest foundations of the existence of democracy and functioning of a full-valued civil society.
− Recognition of law as the main resource of the modernization mechanism of state creation;
− Formation of a national elite on the basis of the own national idea (Yus`kiv, 2014).

The above-mentioned value orientations are the basis for the further development of the democratic legal culture of an activist type and the consistent implementation of systemic reforms in Ukraine.

As it is known, the legal culture is formed under the influence of political, moral, socio-economic, spiritual and other factors and contains the so-called “institutional memory” about the experience of nation-building. Legal culture is the embodiment of customs, traditions, norms, ideas about the fair arrangement of the state, accumulated by a certain people (or society) during a long historical period.

Thus, the scientific novelty of the work is in the comprehensive disclosure of the interaction of state-building processes and the establishment of the democratic legal culture in Ukraine. The study emphasizes that the values of the legal culture of the domestic society are actualized during the nation-building and, vice versa, the democratic progress of our country contributes to the formation of legal knowledge, legal skills, positive legal stereotypes in social legal consciousness.
CONCLUSIONS.

The development of the Ukrainian state is in dialectical unity with the formation of the legal culture of the domestic society. A democratic state as an institution for the realization of democracy foresees the existence of an activist legal culture of a democratic kind in the subjects of social relations.

To date, Ukrainian citizens have gained a real opportunity to increase their influence on the decision-making at the level of local self-government through the implementation of decentralization of power reform. Such structural changes in the organization of power on the places objectively contribute to the development of the legal culture of subsidiarity, which involves the rational distribution of powers and resources between the central and local governments, a more active and responsible attitude of citizens towards socially significant issues.

At the same time, the development of the legal culture and democratic progress of our state are hampered by the ineffectiveness of the judiciary and the law-enforcement system, confusion in legislative norms and regulations, corruption of state officials, the lack of legal education for young people, the influence of criminality on business and politics, the peculiarities of the mentality and the historical past of our people, and so on.
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